lauren langman with declining wages for industrial workers and many service workers in the advanced countries. Th e forces of globalization have led to massive social dislocations and migrations as destitute and oft en landless peasants have fl ocked from rural hinterlands to big cities-only to fi nd unemployment, underemployment, and the impersonality and anonymity of the city. Many people from poorer countries have migrated, oft en illegally, to the richer countries and fi nd the conditions of the poor slums, barrios, favelas, banlieues, and ghettoes fi lled with hardship, crime, violence, and despair. Environmental despoliation has not just become rampant, but the proliferation of toxic waste, global warming, species depletion, and desertifi cation threaten the very viability of human life. Th e problems generated by globalization transcend national boundaries and cannot be addressed by national actors; therefore, new kinds of global social movements are necessary to meet the new kinds of challenges (Cf. Bennett 2003).
Part I: Global Justice Mobilizations

A. Crisis Tendencies of Global Capital
Th e dialectical understanding of society, rooted in a Hegelian-Marxist framework, rests on the concept of negation, understood as the inherent nature of contradiction that would seek to resolve itself; the 'power of negativity' would seek the 'negation of negation' to overcome contradictions. As such, negativity fosters change. But how does contradiction foster its resolution. In terms of political economy, the contradiction of class domination fosters crises and, in turn, disposes changes/challenges that would transform class relations to overcome crises tendencies based on those inherent contradictions. Such crises evoke emotional reactions that in turn impel actions. Systems of domination foster pain and suff ering, as well as various ways that neutralize, control, or defl ect eff orts at change. Sociologically, social mobilizations become one means of mediating between structural and/or ideological domination/contradictions and overcoming these contradictions that are experienced as crises. Various collective stresses and strains may be individually and collectively experienced as anxiety, anger, shame, humiliation, etc. But how do crises and contradictions, and in turn personal and/or collective distress then foster social mobilization? Habermas (1975) formulated a comprehensive theory of legitimacy crises fostering social mobiliza-
